
Shell features a stylish built-in 
handle and a smooth reinforced 
back for flex action without 
sharp ridges

Available with arms to 
provide arm support 
without limiting movement 
or access to the seat

Generous storage space allows 
ample room for a backpack 
or other materials, keeping 
belongings out of the flow of trafficFour durable twin-wheel casters provide 

easy swiveling action and movement in 
all directions for easy configuration and 
quick collaboration. Available in hard or 
soft versions.

Optional cup holder keeps 
drinks secure and frees up 
work space

Optional upholstered seat 
adds comfort while our 
graded-in fabric program 
adds styleSwiveling seat allows easy 

focus on the teacher or 
group from anywhere in 
the room

Durable charcoal base 
provides superior support 
while keeping the chair 
lightweight

Available in all Hierarchy 
colors to give any space a 
pop of fun and inviting color

Generous tablet (26"W x 14"D) provides 
ample space for a tablet or laptop, 
swiveling to accommodate right- and 
left-handed users 

Enroll Tablet Chair
featuring Hierarchy Shell

Tablet is available 
with a porcelain steel 
surface upgrade, 
allowing inspiration and 
imagination to fly.



Overview:

Featuring a dual right- or left-handed writing tablet chair and 360° rotation, Enroll® makes collaborative 
room configuration a breeze!

Base:

The base is two pieces of injection molded reinforced nylon attached by three #10 x 3/4" flat head screws 
in each corner. The base can support up to 253 lbs. The base has four 50 mm casters attached by friction 
ring stem inserts.

Rotating Mechanism:

The chair shell rotates 360° pivoting on a 3/4" x 5" grade 8 steel flanged bolt. Two needle roller bearing/
washer assemblies are saddle mounted on either side of the base and a 3/4" POM flanged bushing. Two 
interlocking cast aluminum pieces and injection molded covers hold the tablet arm assembly in place. 
The lower aluminum piece suspends the chair and tablet on the needle roller bearing while the upper 
piece has mounting holes for the chair shell using 1/4" pop rivets and a slot for a 3/4" steel nut. The flanged 
bolt is secured with a 3/4"-16 standard steel nut and a 3/4"-16 steel jam nut.

Tablet Arm & Tablet:

The tablet arm is a 14-ga. powder coated steel tube welded to a 12-ga. steel ring. Grooves in the rotating 
mechanism limit the independent rotation of the tablet arm to 180°. An injection molded cap connects 
the arm to a cast aluminum support. This aluminum support is attached to the tablet by five M6 x 14mm 
socket head screws. The 26" x 14" x 1" tablet is two pieces of molded ABS attached to each other with 
fourteen M6 x 16 mm flat head screws. The tablet top is 29-3/4" high.

Chair Shell:

Shell is a single-piece injection molded shell of reinforced polypropylene. Shell is offered in all Hierarchy 
colors and is available with or without arms. The seat height is 18" high.

Options / Accessories

The Hierarchy chair shell is available with or without arms and with or without an upholstered seat. The 
Enroll® Tablet Chair is also available with an attached cup holder mounted underneath the tray. Optional 
hard or soft casters available.
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Shell Options:

Red Orange YellowCool GrayBlack

Enroll® Tablet Chair Technical Specifications
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Green Blue Navy Purple Currant

Cayenne Endless Sea Morning Fog Moss
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